[Clinical efficacy of negative-pressure wound therapy combined with porcine acellular dermal matrix for repairing deep burn wounds in limbs].
To observe the clinical efficacy of negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) in combination with porcine acellular dermal matrix (ADM) dressing for repairing deep burn wounds in limbs of patients with non-surgical treatment. Thirty-two patients with deep partial-thickness burn to full-thickness burn on the limbs admitted to our ward from June 2012 to December 2015, conforming to the inclusion criteria, were divided into group NPWT (n=10, treated with interval negative pressure drainage at -16.6 kPa), group ADM (n=7, treated with porcine ADM dressing), and group NPWT+ ADM (n=15, treated with interval negative pressure drainage and porcine ADM dressing as above) according to the random number table and patient's consent. After being treated for 21 d, residual wounds were cured by routine dressing change using sulfadiazine silver. On post treatment day (PTD) 7, 14, and 21, wound gross observation was conducted, wound drainage fluid volume was recorded, and wound healing rate was calculated. Wound secretion was collected for bacterial culture before treatment and on PTD 21, and bacterial clearance effect was recorded. The wound healing time was also recorded. Measurement data were processed with analysis of variance for repeated measurement, one-way analysis of variance, and LSD test. Eenumeration data were processed with chi-square test or Fisher's exact test. (1) On PTD 7, the wounds of patients in group NPWT and group NPWT+ ADM were significantly shrinked as compared with those before treatment. Skin paddle scattered on the wounds of patients in group NPWT+ ADM on PTD 7. The wounds of patients in group ADM were slightly shrinked on PTD 7 as compared with those before treatment. On PTD 14, the wounds of patients in group NPWT were slightly shrinked as compared with those on PTD 7, while those in group NPWT+ ADM were significantly shrinked as compared with those on PTD 7. Skin paddle on the wounds of patients in group NPWT+ ADM on PTD 14 were increased and fused. The wounds of patients in group ADM were significantly shrinked on PTD 14 as compared with those on PTD 7. On PTD 21, partial wounds of patients in group NPWT were healed, while the wounds of patients in group ADM were slightly shrinked in comparison with those on PTD 14 and most of wounds were not healed. Most of wounds of patients in group NPWT+ ADM were healed. (2) On PTD 7, the wound drainage fluid volumes of patients in group NPWT and group NPWT+ ADM were obviously more than the wound drainage fluid volume of patients in group ADM (with P values below 0.01). On PTD 14, the wound drainage fluid volume of patients in group NPWT was significantly more than that in group ADM (P<0.01); while that between group ADM and group NPWT+ ADM was close (P>0.05). On PTD 21, the wound drainage fluid volume of patients in group NPWT and group NPWT+ ADM was significantly less than that in group ADM (with P values below 0.01). From PTD 7 to 21, the wound drainage fluid volumes of patients in group NPWT+ ADM were significantly reduced as compared with those in group NPWT (with P values below 0.01). (3) On PTD 7, the wound healing rates of patients in group ADM and group NPWT+ ADM were significantly lower than the wound healing rate of patients in group NPWT (P<0.05 or P<0.01), and the wound healing rate of patients in group NPWT+ ADM was significantly higher than that in group ADM (P<0.01). On PTD 14 and 21, the wound healing rates of patients in group NPWT+ ADM were significantly higher than those in group NPWT and group ADM (with P values below 0.01), and the wound healing rates of patients in group NPWT were significantly higher than those in group ADM (with P values below 0.01). (4) Before treatment, the bacteria were respectively detected in 18, 11, and 23 wounds of patients in group NPWT, group ADM, and group NPWT+ ADM. On PTD 21, the bacteria were respectively detected in 2, 8, and 2 wounds of patients in group NPWT, group ADM, and group NPWT+ ADM. The bacterial clearance of wounds of patients in group NPWT and group NPWT+ ADM was significantly better than that of patients in group ADM (with P values below 0.01). The bacterial clearance of wounds of patients in group NPWT+ ADM was close to that in group NPWT (P=1.00). (5) The wound healing time of patients in group NPWT+ ADM was (18.7±1.2) d, which was significantly shorter than that in group NPWT [(23.9±1.5) d] and group ADM [(28.4±1.8) d], with P values below 0.01. The wound healing time of patients in group NPWT was significantly shorter than that in group ADM (P<0.01). NPWT combined with porcine ADM dressing can effectively remove wound bacteria, reduce wound exudation, and promote wound healing in repairing deep partial-thickness burn wounds and full-thickness burn wounds. Its clinical effect is better than NPWT or porcine ADM dressing alone, and this method may be suitable for patients with non-surgical treatment.